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BREXIT – FORGET IT
When we designed and sculpted this playful sign in ice above the
door in ICE BAR London, we had literally no idea that it would
STILL be relevant years later.
The sign formed part of the ‘LondonLand’ theme, which was installed
at ICE BAR London in May 2018 and replaced this May with a
brand new theme called ‘Valhalla Calling’.
Who knew that BREXIT would STILL be ongoing?
There was even a Boris carved into the ‘LondonLand’ theme
hidden in the ice....oh how little we knew back then.
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Yes a mini Boris Johnson, intricately carved
into the belly of the Landseer Lion inside
ICE BAR London. No one knew he was even there,

except a few people that were in on the secret.

Boris Was Here

If you crouched down very low next to the Lion ice
sculpture in the middle of the bar – it had a punky,
neon plume you couldn’t miss it - if you looked very,
very closely you’d discover, nestled in the ice, a tiny
outline of Boris Johnson on his iconic Boris Bike.

Taxi for
Mr B Johnson!

At the time of going to print the country is waiting
to find out what will happen.
Will BREXIT ever be resolved?
If not here’s a suitable escape for Boris –
he might just need one.

BOO!
Our wicked ice sculptors have been chilled to the
bone, working though the night like zombies to
create our most haunting and terrifying ice
sculptures yet!!

So whatever you’re up to
this Halloween, have a

wicked time!

Scary Skull Double Vodka Luge

Halloween
Themed
Ice Cubes Are
Perfect For
Creepy Cocktails!

Petrifying Pumpkin Ice Sculpture
Head on over to our Halloween crypt at www.psdiceart.co.uk for more ideas.
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The word ‘alchemist’ has
always fascinated us.
It has a mystical, magical sound to it, conjuring up
images of the shady and misty dark middle ages.
Alchemy makes us think of swirling potions, secret
experiments and early (downright dangerous)
chemistry – an important period of unfettered
discovery, without much in the way of rules and
barriers.
These days, the concept of invention and

ice sculptor and co-founder Percy Salazar-Diaz.
Percy demonstrated how to carve giant ice balls
(Japanese ice balls), ice rocks, diamonds and perfect
ice hearts to a rapt audience.
Are you looking for a source of your own special

‘ice’

alchemy to shake things up? Need a little
theatre in your life as enjoyed by guests at The
Alchemist? If so, let us know!

finding new ways to do (or look at) things
is ever more pressing, but it’s tough when the

framework around us is so much more restrictive.
There’s an unquenchable thirst for the shiny and
new. Everything must be uniquely creative. But
ultimately anything really original soon gets copied
and shared, inevitably instagrammed to death.
Overexposed and passé.
However, as with the concept of alchemy, when
you look at the meaning and history of the word,
it’s essentially the power (and drive) to

Ice balls, diamonds, cubes and
hearts carved live on the night

transform things for the better. To add a
little theatre to everyday life and create
something ‘a little different’.

That idea appears to be the whole ethos and
driving force behind the brand at The Alchemist
and it seems to working judging by their successes.
We have been watching in awe, as venue after
venue has opened across the UK – eighteen bars
and restaurants since 2010 at the time of writing
this. The latest opening is at a second location in
Birmingham called Brindleyplace.
So, the PSD Ice Art team brought a little of our own
uniqueness, magic and yes…alchemy! to the latest
launch, with a live ice carving session led by our lead

Opening night at The Alchemist Birmingham
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MAKE IT A CHRISTMAS & NEW
YEARS EVE TO REMEMBER
For ofﬁce parties, corporate do’s or just for fun, we’ve got a
to style your festive celebration perfectly.

huge range of ice sculptures and ice cubes

FESTIVE TREND ALERT
This year it’s all about

‘freezing-in’ and table centres are taking over in a big way.

Whether it’s beautiful blooms in ice, or maybe a gourmet theme with fruit, veg, herbs, spices,
seafood or fish - we can freeze in pretty much anything.
Winter foliage like holly leaves and fresh botanicals look fantastic frozen in to ice too – as does coloured
glitter and festive baubles!

Botanicals in
an ice volcano

Orchid ice table
centres

'Frozen-In' guitars
make for interesting
centre pieces!

Mermen in ice pillars for
chic private dinners

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
MORE TRADITIONAL?
Our ‘Festive Favourites’ include Snowmen, Christmas
Trees, Stars and Snowﬂakes, Santa’s and Sleighs and of
course our newest addition to the range – Rudolph Reindeer.
Or maybe you’d like one of our most popular ice sculptures -

the Bauble and Presents?
Our Gillian getting in
the festive spirit

If you’ve got an event, wedding or party coming up this year give us a call on 01342 835348 or
email enquiries@psdiceart.co.uk or visit www.psdiceart.co.uk.

THEME IT
What would you sculpt in ice?

